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We investigate a bounce inflation model with a graceful exit into the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW)
decelerated Universe within f (T ) gravity framework, where T is the torsion scalar in the teleparallelism. We
study the cosmic thermal evolution, the model predicts a supercold Universe during the precontraction phase,
which is consistent with the requirements of the slow-roll models, while it performs a reheating period by the
end of the contraction with a maximum temperature just below the grand unified theory (GUT) temperature.
However, it matches the radiation temperature of the hot big bang at later stages. The equation-of-state due
to the effective gravitational sector suggests that our Universe is self-accelerated by teleparallel gravity. We
assume the matter component to be a canonical scalar field. We obtain the scalar field potential that is induced
by the f (T ) theory. The power spectrum of the model is nearly scale invariant. In addition, we show that the
model unifies inflaton and quintessence fields in a single model. Also, we revisited the primordial fluctuations
in f (T ) bounce cosmology, to study the fluctuations that are produced at the precontraction phase.
PACS numbers: 98.80.-k, 98.80.Qc, 04.20.Cv, 98.80.Cq.
Keywords: inflation, scalar field, teleparallel gravity.
I. INTRODUCTION
The standard model of cosmology (big bang) has suc-
ceeded to trace the cosmic thermal evolution in an elegant
way by comparing the particles interactions rate with the
expansion rate. At very hot stages, the rate of interactions
is much larger than the expansion rate and the local thermal
equilibrium could be achieved, while at later stages, when
the Universe cools down, the interaction rate decreases faster
than the expansion allowing the particles to decouple from
the thermal path at the equality of the rates. However, the big
bang suffers many problems, e.g., causal connected, flatness,
horizon, etc. This requires a superfast accelerated expansion
phase at some early time, i.e., cosmic inflation [1–5], that is
usually represented by an exponential expansion at ∼ 10−35
s after the big bang. As a result, the Universe becomes
isotropic, homogeneous and approximately flat. Standard
inflation models assume the existence of a self-coupled scalar
field (inflaton) minimally coupled to gravity, whose potential
governs the inflation model. During this stage, when the
initial quantum fluctuations cross the horizon and transform
into classical fluctuations producing a nearly scale-invariant
scalar perturbations spectrum. Although inflation solves the
above mentioned problems, one of the fundamental problems
still exists, that is the initial singularity which arises when
tracing the Universe back in time as divergences of the cosmic
temperature and density. Since the initial singularity is before
inflation raids, the problem can not be solved within inflation
framework. Another serious problem is the trans-Planckian
problem which also appears in inflationary cosmology where
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the cosmological scales that we observe at present time
correspond to length scales smaller than the Planck length at
the onset of inflation [6, 7].
One of the suggested alternatives is by assuming that the
scale factor initially shrinks down to a nonzero minimal value
then bounce to an expanding phase. In this case a singular or
nonsingular bounce Universe can be obtained [8, 9]. This idea
has been extended to recognize nonsingular cyclic Universe
models, e.g., pre-big-bang [10], ekpyrotic model [11]. Other
than the nonsingular issue, bounce cosmologies have many
interesting features such as solving the horizon and flatness
problems even in the initial shrinking phase; also, these mod-
els can generate scale-invariant scalar perturbations as sup-
ported by observations. However, bounce models are usu-
ally faced by two main problems [12, 13]: The first is called
the anisotropy problem, that is in the contraction phase the
anisotropies grow faster than the background so that the con-
traction ends with a complete anisotropic Universe which vio-
lates the cosmological principle and bouncing to an expanding
phase will not occur. The second is called the ghost instabil-
ity problem, that is the bounce cosmology violates the null
energy condition (NEC), which gives rise to ghost degrees-
of-freedom. However, both two issues have been successfully
resolved within a nonsingular bounce cosmology [14–16].
As a matter of fact the above mentioned anisotropy
problem can be deluded if the equation-of-state is larger than
unity during contraction, then the background dominates the
anisotropies. Indeed, a large equation-of-state constrains the
potential to be negative in scalar field models. On the other
hand, the ghost degrees-of-freedom is an outcome of using
the GR theory, while other modified gravity theories could
alter the situation (for reviews on modified gravity theories,
see, for instance, [17–25]). In f (T ) gravity, where T is the
torsion scalar described by the Weitzenbo¨ck connection in the
teleparallelism [26–30], it has been shown that nonsingular
2bounce solutions can be constructed in a straightforward
way [9, 31, 32]. Also, it has been shown that f (T ) gravity
combined with holonomy corrected loop quantum cosmology
supports the bounce Universe model [13, 33–35]
In this sense, we organize the work as follows. In Sec. II,
we review the general relativistic cosmology showing its lim-
ited wilingness in cosmological applications. In Sec. III, we
discuss a possible choice of a scale factor capable to perform
a reliable cosmological model. We show that two possible
scenarios could be obtained according to the values of the
model parameter: a graceful exit inflation or a bounce graceful
exit inflation. Also, we use the nice feature of f (T ) cosmol-
ogy to represent the modified Friedmann equation as a one-
dimensional autonomous differential equation. This enables
us to construct the corresponding ( ˙H −H) phase space, where
the dynamical evolution of the model can be shown clearly.
In Sec. IV, we construct an f (T ) theory corresponding to
the bounce inflation model. Also, we evaluate the equation-
of-state of the torsion gravity showing its role to describe a
healthy bounce Universe. In Sec. V, we discuss the ther-
mal evolution of the Universe showing that its maximum re-
heating temperature is at the bounce point. We show how the
slow-roll condition can arise naturally in this model as a con-
sequence of the thermal evolution. We assume the matter to
be a canonical scalar field, then we obtain the potential corre-
sponding to the f (T ) theory. The slow-roll potential provides
a nearly scale invariant spectrum consistent with observations.
So the model does not suffer from a large tensor-to-scalar ratio
that is usually obtained in bounce scenarios. In addition, we
show that for a particular case, the model can unify inflaton-
quintessence fields in a single model. We also show that the
NEC is not generally violated, which makes the model safe
from the ghost instability problem. In Sec. VI, we extend our
analysis to investigate the f (T ) theory at the perturbation level
to study the primordial fluctuations during the precontraction
phase. The work has been summarized in Sec. VII.
II. EINSTEIN’S COSMOLOGY
The Copernican (or cosmological) principle is believed to
be a good approximation to construct a reliable cosmological
model. Standard cosmology today is a manifestation of the
Copernican principle and Einstein’s field equations,
Gµν = κ
2
Tµν, (1)
when they have been applied to the whole Universe. Where
Gµν is the Einstein tensor, κ2 = 8πG/c4, G is the Newtonian’s
gravitational constant and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
We assume the natural unit system c = ~ = kB = 1, and the
stress-energy tensor Tµν is taken as for a perfect fluid
Tµν = ρuµuν + p(uµuν − gµν), (2)
where uµ = δ0µ is the 4 velocity of the fluid in comoving coor-
dinates, and ρ and p are the density and pressure of the fluid,
respectively. We also assume the Universe is FRW spatially
flat, that gives rise to the metric
ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)δi jdxidx j, (3)
where a(t) is the scale factor. Applying the Einstein’s field
equations to the FRW Universe leads to Friedmann’s equa-
tions
H2 =
κ2
3 ρ,
˙H + H2 = −κ
2
6 (ρ + 3p), (4)
where H ≡ a˙/a is the Hubble parameter and the dot denotes
the derivative with respect to time. Constraining Friedmann’s
equations by the linear equation-of-state p = ωρ, then solve
for the scale factor [36]
aFRW =
 ak [(1 + ω)(t − ti)]
2
3(1+ω) , ω , −1;
eH0(t−ti), ω = −1,
(5)
where ak, H0 and ti are constants. The former is the usual
power-law scale factor, for ω > −1/3 the Universe is expand-
ing with deceleration, while it is accelerated when ω < −1/3.
The later gives a de Sitter universe, where ω = −1, which does
not allow the Universe to evolve, that could be considered in
late phases rather inflation.
We next discuss necessary consequences of using the above
power-law scale factor. Since, the classical laws of physics
breakdown beyond Planck time, we usually assume our de-
scription is valid at an initial time at Planck’s time t = tp ∼
10−44 s, where the temperature Θp ∼ 1032 K is the Planck
temperature, and the length ℓp ∼ 10−33 cm is Planck length.
At a present time t0, the rough estimation of the horizon scale
is ct0 ∼ 1028 cm. So the ratio of the present value of the
scale factor a0 to its initial one at Planck’s time ai is given
as a0/ai = Θp/Θk ∼ 1032. However, the initial size of the
present Universe is Li ∼ ct0 aia0 . If we assume that nothing is
faster than speed of light, the casual region size is Lc ∼ ctp.
Thus, at Planck’s limit the ratio of the expected initial to the
casual region size of the Universe is Li/Lc ∼ 1028.
Here the need to an early accelerated expansion episode,
inflation, becomes clear. As a matter of fact this inflation re-
quires the Universe to grow up by a factor > 1028 ∼ 64 e-
folds to be causally connected at a time ∼ 10−35 s from the big
bang. But the power-law scale factor (5) for ω > −1/3 gives
a˙ ∼ a/t such that Li/Lc ∼ a˙i/a˙0 ≫ 1, which is consistent
with the standard idea of gravity as an attractive force. How-
ever, the causal connected Universe condition implies that
Li/Lc ∼ a˙i/a˙0 < 1 at some early time. In this sense, gravity
should act as a repulsive force during inflation. In addition, we
need this early accelerated expansion phase to end at ∼ 10−32
s with a smooth transition to the standard FRW model in order
to gain the benefits of the big bang nucleosynthesis successes.
In GR theory, the cosmic evolution is constrained by the
scale factor only so that any modification needed must be
through the choice of the equation-of-state. As a matter of
fact, in GR theory, any choice of the scale factor different
from equation (5) leads to inconservative Universe as long as
the equation-of-state is chosen p = ωρ. In an alternative to
3FIG. 1. ( ˙H-H) phase space diagram. The dot curve represents the
zero acceleration boundary, it divided the phase space into two re-
gions. The shaded region is the deceleration region, while the un-
shaded is the acceleration one. The labels (I)−(IV) give four possible
behaviors.
GR theory, e.g., the teleparallel gravity, we may see gravity in
a different way [37–43]. However, in cosmological applica-
tions the teleparallel equivalent to general relativity (TEGR)
suffers the same problem. One of the interesting modifica-
tions in gravity is f (T )-theories, this extended version of the
teleparallel gravity has received a wide echo in the literature
in cosmology [44–54] and in astrophysics as well [55–61].
III. A MODIFIED SCALE FACTOR
Fortunately, the f (T ) gravity shows more flexibility with
the FRW model, it allows two unknowns a(t) and f (T ) in
the field equations so that we have two possible ways to well
identify the universe: either by introducing a specific f (T ) in
addition to the equation-of-state then solving for a(t); or by
introducing a scale factor in addition to an equation-of-state
then solving for f (T ). In these two cases, the Universe is
conservative, and the gravitational sector is expected to play
an important role in the cosmic dynamics. We take the second
path to obtain a possible f (T ) theory describing how does
teleparallel gravity can perform an early acceleration episode
with a smooth transition to the usual decelerated FRW epoch,
with no need to the slow-roll approximation.
We summarize a useful tool to qualitatively describe the
dynamical behavior of a flat FRW model by constructing its
( ˙H-H) phase space diagram [62]. This method uses the pres-
sure properties such as asymptotic behavior and fixed points
to analyze cosmological solutions. We first identify the zero
acceleration curve by the deceleration parameter q ≡ − aa¨
a˙2
= 0,
i.e., ˙H = −H2, which divides the phase space into two regions.
The inner region characterizes the usual decelerated FRW
models, this is shown by the shaded region in Fig. 1. How-
ever, the unshaded region represents the accelerated phases.
We classify different phases in Fig. 1 as follows: (I) region
represents an accelerated contracting Universe as q < 0 and
H < 0, (II) region represents a decelerated contacting Uni-
verse as q > 0 and H < 0, (III) region represents a decelerated
expanding Universe as q > 0 and H > 0 which characterizes
the usual FRW models, and (IV) region represents an acceler-
ated expanding Universe as q < 0 and H > 0 which charac-
terizes the so-called inflation or dark energy phases according
to the dynamical evolution of the model. It is worth to men-
tion that one can engineer a Universe using a particular scale
factor to fulfill the observational requirements.
A. A possible choice
As a result of the above discussion, we showed that how
the GR theory limits the choices to perform accelerated-
to-decelerated expansion transition, unless we change the
equation-of-state by hand from ω < −1/3 to ω > −1/3, re-
spectively. However, the f (T ) gravity can perform this task
with no need to change the equation-of-state manually. This
can be done by plugging a suitable scale factor into the f (T )
equations of motion. As a matter of fact, we need the scale
factor to construct an ( ˙H − H) phase space able to cross the
zero acceleration curve from the (IV) region into (III) region.
For this reason, let us reintroduce the power-law scale factor
to the game with a correction term
a(t) = ak [(1 + ω)(t − ti)]
2
3(1+ω)︸                       ︷︷                       ︸
aFRW
e
−α
(1+ω)(t−ti)︸  ︷︷  ︸
acorr
, (6)
where α is a parameter with units of time; the usual FRW
model is recovered by setting α = 0. Also, one finds that the
radiation and matter dominant epochs are achievable at a late
time when t − ti ≫ |α|. In order to make our terminology
clear as far as we can, it is worth mentioning that we take the
equation-of-state parameter of ultrarelativistic (e.g., radiation)
matter ω = 1/3 as tp < t < teq, where teq denotes the time of
the matter-radiation equality [i.e., ρr(teq) = ρd(teq)] where the
subscripts r and d denote , respectively, the radiation and dust
phases. At time t > teq, the equation-of-state parameter will be
taken as ω = 0 of cold matter (e.g., dust). It is convenient now
to fix the values of the constants ti and ak in (6) in addition to
the parameter α. So we take the three conditions: a(t = 0) = 0
at the initial singularity with the equation-of-state parameter
ω = 1/3, the acceleration a¨(tend) = 0, where tend = 10−32 s
denotes the time at the end of inflation, and a(t0) = 1 with
an equation-of-state parameter ω = 0 at the present time t0 ∼
1017 s. Using (6) with the just mentioned conditions, we fix
ti = 0, ak = 4.6 × 10−12, while the parameter α may have the
values 1.61 × 10−32 s, or −2.76 × 10−33 s.
In a nonphantom regime, and when t > 0, we discuss qual-
itatively two possible cases:
(i) For α > 0. As t → 0, the scale factor is initially ai → 0,
then we expect ρi(t) = ∞; that is the initial big bang
singularity. At t ≪ α, we have aFRW ≫ acorr, while at
t ≈ α, we have aFRW < acorr; also at t ≫ α, we get
aFRW ≫ acorr ∼ 1. This case gives rise to a typical
graceful inflation model, see Fig. 2(a).
(ii) For α < 0. As t → 0+, the scale factor is initially
ai → ∞. At t ≪ |α|, we have aFRW ≪ acorr, while at
4(a) Graceful inflation
(b) Bounce universe
(c) Bounce inflation
FIG. 2. The models: (a) For α > 0, we have an initial big bang
singularity followed by an inflation period capable to evolve to FRW
phase; (b) For α < 0, we have a bouncing behavior which avoids
the trans-Planckian problems of inflationary models; (c) For α < 0,
the velocity curve shows clearly a bouncing behavior. However, after
the bouncing time tB ∼ 4.14× 10−33 s, the model can also perform an
early accelerated expansion period with a smooth transition (graceful
exit) into a FRW model.
t ∼ |α| we have aFRW < acorr, also at t ≫ |α| we get
aFRW ≫ acorr ∼ 1. This case gives rise to a bouncing
universe, see Fig. 2(b).
In both cases, we find that acorr → 1 asymptotically, which
matches perfectly the FRW phase at the late time, see Fig. 2.
However, we are interested to study case (ii) in the above. So
we take the negative parameter model, the bouncing behav-
ior could avoid the big bang singularity so that regular prob-
lems of inflationary cosmology, e.g., trans-Planckian prob-
lems, would not have been addressed here. Interestingly,
the (ii) model can perform an early accelerating expansion
phase with a smooth transition to a FRW decelerated expan-
sion later. We determine the bouncing time tB at which the
velocity a˙ = 0, where a˙ < 0 (contraction phase) at t < tB,
while a˙ > 0 (expansion phase) at t > tB. This determines
the bouncing time tB = − 3α2 ≈ 4.14 × 10−33 s. The plot in
Fig. 2(c), regardless of the initial contraction phase (t ≤ tB),
shows that the velocity a˙ experiences an increasing phase be-
tween the bounce point a˙ = 0 and the inflation end a¨ = 0 (i.e.,
a˙ =maximum) as t ∈ (tB, tend), then the velocity curve matches
the power-law scale factor (FRW) decreasing phase. This in-
dicates that the (ii) model shares same features required for a
successful graceful exit inflation model after the bouncing at
t > tend.
B. ( ˙H − H) phase space analysis
In the following, we construct the ( ˙H −H) phase space cor-
responds to the modified scale factor (6), then we track its
phase portrait to extract information about the model at hand
in a clear and transparent way.
a. Autonomous system. For the scale factor (6), we ob-
tain the useful relation
˙H± =
6
√
1 + 9(1 + ω)αH(1 + ω)H2
−2√1 + 9(1 + ω)αH ± (2 + 9(1 + ω)αH) , (7)
which represents one-dimensional autonomous system. Here,
˙H(H) is a double valued function as it should be in bounce
cosmology. Such a double valued function often appears
when there is a first-order phase transition [63]. We take the
plus sign to represent the ˙H > 0 branch, while the minus sign
represents the ˙H < 0 branch.
b. Bounce cosmology. In Fig. 3 we draw the phase
space diagram corresponding to (7), where the bounce point is
clearly shown on Fig. 3(a) at the point (HB = 0, ˙H > 0). Be-
fore this point, the contraction phase can be shown as H < 0
and ˙H > 0, while after this point the expansion phase is de-
termined as H > 0 and ˙H > 0. The contraction period can be
evaluated as
t =
∫ HB
−∞
dH
˙H+
= −3α/2 ≈ 4.14 × 10−33 s, (8)
which is in agreement with the previous calculations.
c. Phantom crossing. We first determine that the fixed
points (i.e., dH/dt = 0) are at the minimal Hubble Hmin =
H1 = 0 (i.e., Minkowski space) and at the maximal Hubble
Hinf = H2 = −19α(1+ω) ∼ 2.07 × 107 GeV, which represents an
inflationary Universe with ωe f f = −1 (i.e., de Sitter space). So
the period after bounce to reach de Sitter Hinf can be evaluated
as
t =
∫ Hinf
HB
dH
˙H+
= −3α/2 ≈ 4.14 × 10−33 s. (9)
5This makes the Universe to stay in the ˙H > 0 branch a pe-
riod of −3α ≈ 8.28 × 10−33 s. Since the point H2 is a fixed
point, the above result seems to be unconventional. We expect
that the time to reach any fixed point is an infinite, this is true
when the trajectories are forced to increase or decrease mono-
tonically. However, in our case the double valued function
could alter the picture. We next investigate the possibility to
cross from ˙H > 0 branch to ˙H < 0 through the de Sitter fixed
point H2. The former branch goes effectively as a phantomlike
(ωe f f < −1), while the latter is a nonphantom (ωe f f > −1).
The conditions for this transition to occur are listed as follows
[62]:
(i) limH→Hinf ˙H+ = 0,
(ii) limH→Hinf d ˙H+/dH = ±∞,
(iii) t =
∫ Hinf
H dH/ ˙H+ < ∞.
The first condition is to ensure that the crossing point be at the
fixed point Hinf. The second condition indicates that the pres-
sure satisfying dp(H)/dH has an infinite discontinuity at Hinf
so that the Universe reaches ωe f f = −1 in a finite time, but in
the general relativistic framework, the solution is not causal.
The time to reach the crossing can be determined from the
third condition. In addition to these conditions, it has been
shown that the crossing is possible only when ˙H(H) is a dou-
ble valued function [17, 62]. Since the above mentioned con-
ditions are fulfilled in this model, then the de Sitter fixed point
is accessible and the transition to the standard inflationary era
is valid.
d. Inflationary Universe. In the following discussion
one should deal with the ˙H− branch. The phase portrait of
(7) in Fig. 3(b) shows clearly a short inflationary period after
the de Sitter stage to the intersection with the zero acceleration
curve ˙H− = −H2, which is required to go from (IV) to-(III)
regions as indicated by Fig. 1. So we determine possible tran-
sitions from acceleration-to-deceleration by identifying the in-
tersections with the zero acceleration curve ˙H− = −H2. So we
obtain these transitions at
H =
2(1 + 3ω)
3α ±
2(2 + 3ω)
3α
√
(1 + 3ω)
3(1 + ω) . (10)
This shows that possible transitions are, only, when the mat-
ter fluid is a phantom ω < −1 or when ω ≥ −1/3. We are
interested in the more physical case ω > −1/3. Now if we
restrict ourselves to the radiation case by taking ω = 1/3,
it predicts the transition from acceleration-to-deceleration at
Hexit ∼ 2.01 × 107 GeV just below the Hinf at the de Sitter
Universe. Furthermore, we determine the inflation period by
evaluating the following integral
t =
∫ Hexit
Hinf
dH
˙H−
≈ 1.71 × 10−33 s. (11)
This makes the Universe to stay in the accelerating expansion
phase ∼ 5.85 × 10−33 s.
(a) Bounce universe
(b) Graceful inflation
FIG. 3. ( ˙H-H) phase space diagram corresponds to Eq. (7): (a) In
the ˙H > 0, the bounce is at H = 0, where the transition from H < 0
to H > 0 is at ˙H > 0; (b) In the ˙H < 0 and H > 0 region, it shows
an early accelerated cosmic expansion (inflation) as it appears in the
(IV) region, then it is followed by a decelerated expansion phase
after crossing the zero acceleration curve (FRW) as it appears in (III)
region.
e. Graceful exit inflation. Moreover, the model is capa-
ble to end the inflationary phase gracefully to a decelerated
expansion phase, which characterizes the standard FRW cos-
mology at t ∼ 10−32 s. This can be shown easily by summing
up (8), (9) and (11).
f. Standard decelerated FRW cosmology. As discussed
before, when the cosmic time t > |α|, the model approaches
the standard decelerated FRW cosmology. This is shown
clearly on Fig. 3(b) when the phase portrait model goes from
region (IV) to (III). Also, it shows that the model matches
the radiation phase portrait of the standard cosmology at late
time. This is an important feature to match the thermal history
of the Universe. This point will be revisited in detail in Sec.
V. Finally, we show that the model has no future singularity,
since the time required to approach the next fixed point, i.e.,
Minkowski space, at (H = 0, ˙H = 0) is infinite as
t =
∫ H=0
Hexit
dH
˙H−
= ∞. (12)
6g. Conclusion. In this sense, we find the scale factor
(6) with these constraints is not only a good candidate to
describe a reliable graceful exit inflation model but also
its bouncing behavior avoids the trans-Planckian problems
of the standard inflationary models. However, using this
version of scale factors can not work properly with the linear
equation-of-state, if one insists to use the standard GR. This
is because of the breaking of the continuity equation. On the
contrary, we can keep using the linear equation-of-state along
with the scale factor (6), if we switch to modified gravity
theories.
One of the modified gravity theories which has been used
widely in cosmology is the f (T ) theory. Although, this can
be applied generally in modified gravity, the modified Fried-
mann equations of any f (T ) theory can be viewed as a one-
dimensional autonomous system [64], i.e., ˙H = F (H). This
feature is not available for other modified gravity theories,
e.g., f (R), which contain higher derivatives of H. In this
sense, we find that the phase space analysis is more consistent
with f (T ) cosmology. However, similar models have been in-
vestigated, without using the phase space, in Gauss-Bonnet
modified gravity [8, 65].
IV. THE MODEL
A. Teleparallel space
In this section, we give a brief account of the absolute par-
allelism (AP) space. This space is denoted in the literature
by many names teleparallel, distant parallelism, Weitzenbo¨ck,
absolute parallelism, vielbein, parallelizable space. An AP-
space is a pair (M, ha), where M is an n-dimensional smooth
manifold and ha (a = 1, · · · , n) are n independent vector fields
defined globally on M. The vector fields ha are called the par-
allelization vector fields. Recent versions of vielbein space
with a Finslerian flavor may have an important impact on
physical applications [66–69].
Let haµ (µ = 1, ..., n) be the coordinate components of the
a th vector field ha, where Greek and Latin indices are con-
strained by the Einstein summation convention. The covariant
components haµ of ha are given via the relations
haµhaν = δµν and haµhbµ = δba, (13)
where δ is the Kronecker tensor. Because of the independence
of ha, the determinant h ≡ det(haµ) is nonzero. However, the
vielbein space is equipped with many connections [70–73];
on a teleparallel space (M, ha), there exists a unique linear
connection, namely the Weitzenbo¨ck connection, with respect
to which the parallelization vector fields ha are parallel. This
connection is given by
Γ
α
µν ≡ haα∂νhaµ = −haµ∂νhaα, (14)
and is characterized by the property that
∇(Γ)ν haµ ≡ ∂νhaµ + Γµλνhaλ ≡ 0, (15)
where the operator ∇(Γ)ν is the covariant derivative with re-
spect to the Weitzenbo¨ck connection. The connection (14)
is referred to as the canonical connection. The relation (15) is
known in the literature as the AP condition.
The noncommutation of an arbitrary vector fields Va is
given by
∇(Γ)ν ∇(Γ)µ Vaα − ∇(Γ)µ ∇(Γ)ν Vaα = RαǫµνVaǫ + T ǫνµ∇(Γ)ǫ Vaα,
where Rαǫµν and T ǫνµ are the curvature and the torsion tensors
of the canonical connection, respectively. The AP condition
(15) together with the above noncommutation formula force
the curvature tensor Rαµνσ of the canonical connection Γαµν to
vanish identically. Moreover, the parallelization vector fields
define a metric tensor on M by
gµν ≡ ηabhaµhbν, (16)
with the inverse metric
gµν = ηabhaµhbν. (17)
The Levi-Civita connection associated with gµν is
˚Γ
α
µν =
1
2
gασ
(
∂νgµσ + ∂µgνσ − ∂σgµν
)
. (18)
In view of (15), the canonical connection Γαµν (14) is metric:
∇(Γ)σ gµν ≡ 0.
The torsion tensor of the canonical connection (14) is defined
as
Tαµν ≡ Γανµ − Γαµν = haα
(
∂µhaν − ∂νhaµ
)
. (19)
The contortion tensor Kαµν is defined by
Kαµν ≡ Γαµν − ˚Γαµν = haα ∇(˚Γ)ν haµ. (20)
where the covariant derivative ∇(˚Γ)σ is with respect to the Levi-
Civita connection. Since ˚Γαµν is symmetric, it follows that
[using (20)] one can also show the following useful relations:
Tαµν = Kαµν − Kανµ, (21)
Kαµν =
1
2
(
Tναµ + Tαµν − Tµαν
)
, (22)
where Tµνσ = gǫµ T ǫνσ and Kµνσ = gǫµ Kǫνσ. It is to be noted
that Tµνσ is skew symmetric in the last pair of indices whereas
Kµνσ is skew symmetric in the first pair of indices. Moreover,
it follows from (21) and (22) that the torsion tensor vanishes if
and only if the contortion tensor vanishes. In the teleparallel
space there are three Weitzenbo¨ck invariants: I1 = TαµνTαµν,
I2 = TαµνTµαν and I3 = TαTα, where Tα = Tραρ. We next
define the invariant T = AI1 + BI2 + CI3, where A, B and C
are arbitrary constants [74]. For the values: A = 1/4, B =
1/2 and C = −1 the invariant T is just the Ricci scalar up to
a total derivative term; then a teleparallel version of gravity
7equivalent to GR can be achieved. The teleparallel torsion
scalar is given in the compact form
T ≡ TαµνS αµν, (23)
where the superpotential tensor
S αµν =
1
2
(
Kµνα + δµαT βνβ − δναT βµβ
)
, (24)
is skew symmetric in the last pair of indices. Also, there are
different extensions of TEGR, e.g., Born-Infeld extension of
the TEGR [75, 76], another interesting variant is the modified
teleparallel equivalent of Gauss-Bonnet gravity and its appli-
cations [77–79]. Another extension is the f (T ) gravity, it has
been inspired by the f (R)-gravity when the Ricci scalar is re-
placed by an arbitrary function f (R) in the Einstein-Hilbert
action. But the former is by replacing the teleparallel torsion
scalar by an arbitrary function f (T ) [80–83]. We consider the
action of the f (T ) gravity
S =
∫
d4x |h|
[
1
2κ2
f (T ) + Lm
]
, (25)
where Lm is the Lagrangian of the matter and |h| = √−g =
det
(
hµa
)
. The variation of the action (25) with respect to the
tetrad gives
1
h∂µ
(
hS µνa
)
f ′−hλaT ρ µλS νµρ f ′+S µνa ∂µT f ′′+
1
4
hνa f =
κ2
2
hρaT νρ ,
(26)
where f = f (T ), f ′ = ∂ f (T )
∂T , f ′′ = ∂
2 f (T )
∂T 2 such that the TEGR
theory is recovered by setting f (T ) = T . Also, the stress-
energy tensor is assumed to be for perfect fluid as given by
(2). The applications of the f (T ) gravity in cosmology show
interesting results, for example, avoiding the big bang singu-
larity by presenting a bouncing solution [31, 32]. Also, f (T )
cosmology provides an alternative tool to study inflationary
models [44, 75, 80, 84–93]. Although f (T )-theories lack in-
variance under a local Lorentz transformation [94–96] (for the
related considerations, see [97–103]), a recent modification by
considering nontrivial spin connections may solve the prob-
lem [104]. For more details of f (T ) gravity, see the recent
review [105].
B. Constructing an f (T ) theory
As presumed that the Copernican principle is valid, we take
the flat FRW metric (3), which may give rise to the vierbein
hµa = diag (1, a(t), a(t), a(t)) . (27)
For the vierbein (27) and by using (6), the teleparallel torsion
scalar (23) gives rise to the useful relation
T (t) = −6H(t)2 = −2 [3α + 2(t − ti)]
2
3(1 + ω)2(t − ti)4 . (28)
As we mentioned earlier, in the f (T ) framework, one needs to
enter a particular scale factor or viable f (T ) in addition to a
specific equation-of-state. In this model, we are interested to
construct an f (T ) theory corresponding to the modified scale
factor (6), where the equation-of-state is chosen to be linear
p = ωρ. We apply the f (T ) field equations (26) to the vierbein
(27), then the modified Friedmann equations read
ρ =
1
2κ2
( f + 12H2 f ′), (29)
p = − 1
2κ2
[
( f + 12H2 f ′) + 4 ˙H( f ′ − 12H2 f ′′)
]
. (30)
It is convenient to write the f (T ) in terms of time t. One easily
can show that
f ′ = ˙f / ˙T , f ′′ =
(
˙T ¨f − ¨T ˙f
)
/ ˙T 3. (31)
Substitute (28) and (31) into (29) and (30), then matter density
ρ(t) = 1
4κ2
2 [3α + (t − ti)] f + [3α + 2(t − ti)] (t − ti) ˙f
3α + (t − ti) , (32)
and the matter pressure
p(t) =
{
−2 [3α + (t − ti)]2 f
−
[
(2 + ω)(t − ti) (2(t − ti) + 9α) + 9α2
]
(t − ti) ˙f
− (1 + ω) [3α + (t − ti)] (t − ti)3 ¨f
}
/4κ2[3α + (t − ti)]2.
(33)
The continuity equation can be integrated to
ρ = ρ0a
−3(1+ω), (34)
where the integration constant
ρ0 ≡ ρ(t0) ≈ 1.88 × 10−29 Ωh2 g.cm−3,
the density parameter Ω, and the dimensionless hubble con-
stant h are given by the observations. Combining (34) with
(32), then solving for f (t), we get
f (t) = c1 [3α + 2(t − ti)](t − ti)2 + c2
e3α/(t−ti)
(t − ti) , (35)
where the constant c2 = − 4κ
2ρ0a
−3(1+ω)
k
3α(1+ω)2 ; α , 0. Using the inverse
relation of (28), one can rewrite the above result as f (T ) as
usual. Thus the corresponding f (T ) theory which generates
the scale factor (6) is given by
f (T )± = c1
√
T + c2(−T )1/4
(
G(T ) ± 6
G(T ) ∓ 6
)1/2
e
∓G(T )
6 , (36)
where G(T ) ≡
(
36 + 54α(1 + ω)√−T
)1/2
. Here, f (T )+ cor-
responds to the branch ˙H > 0, and f (T )− corresponds to the
branch ˙H < 0. One can show that the first term ∼
√
T in
(36) has no contribution in the field equations, so we omit this
term in the following without affecting the generality of the
model. It is convenient to evaluate the evolution of the density
8and pressure of the matter, this can be achieved by substitut-
ing from (35) into (32) and (33); the density and pressure can
be written as
ρ = ρ0
a
−3(1+ω)
k e
3α/(t−ti)
(1 + ω)2(t − ti)2 ; p = ωρ0
a
−3(1+ω)
k e
3α/(t−ti)
(1 + ω)2(t − ti)2 . (37)
It is obvious that as t ≫ |α| the density and pressure of the
standard FRW model is recovered.
C. Effective equation of state
It is convenient to transform from the matter frame we have
been using to Einstein frame, which gives the Einstein’s field
equations form and additional degrees-of-freedom by f (T )
gravity. So we write the modified Friedmann equations in the
case of f (T ) gravity, i.e.,
H2 =
κ2
3
(ρ + ρT ) , (38)
2 ˙H + 3H2 = −κ2 (p + pT ) , (39)
where the standard matter energy density ρ and pressure p
have their torsion scalar counterpart ρT and pT ,
ρT =
1
2κ2
[2T f ′ − f − T ], (40)
pT =
2
κ2
˙H(2T f ′′ + f ′ − 1) − ρT . (41)
are the torsion contributions to the energy density and pres-
sure, respectively, which satisfy the continuity
ρ˙T + 3H(ρT + pT ) = 0. (42)
One can show that ρT and pT vanish where f (T ) = T and
the standard Friedmann equations are recovered. We argue
here that the quantities ρT and pT can explain the early self-
acceleration of the Universe. Then, by using Eqs. (40) and
(41), we can define the effective torsion equation-of-state pa-
rameter as
ωT ≡ pT
ρT
= −1 + 4
˙H(2T f ′′ + f ′ − 1)
2T f ′ − f − T ,
=
3ωκ2ρ0t2e
3α
t + a
3(1+ω)
k
[
9α2 − 4ωt(3α + t)
]
3κ2ρ0t2e
3α
t − a3(1+ω)k (2t + 3α)2
. (43)
Where the last equation has been evaluated by using (28),
(35), it can be shown that ωT = ω at t ≫ |α|. We plot the
evolution of the equation-of-state parameter of the teleparallel
torsion fluid as seen in Fig. 4. Equation (43) is ill defined at
t± =
−3α
2W(±Σ) + 1 ,
where Σ =
√
3
2e κρ
1/2
0 a
−3(1+ω)/2
k and W(Σ) is the Lambert-W
function which is the solution of WeW = x. This defines an
FIG. 4. The equation-of-state parameter of the torsion is given by
the solid line, while the effective (total) equation-of-state parameter
is given by the dash-doted line.
interval (t+, t−) ≈ (3.54× 10−33s, 5.85× 10−33s). So it initially
begins as a cosmological constant ωT → −1, then it goes to
−∞ as t → t+, while ωT ≫ 1, where t+ < t < t−; this includes
the bounce time tB, which shows that the torsion equation of
state is greater than unity at the contraction phase as required
for solving the anisotropy problem. After that, ωT is negative
again, while it goes back to cross ωT = −1 to connect the ob-
served expanding Universe [12], then it crosses ωT = −1/3
ending the early accelerated expansion, at t ∼ tend ≈ 10−32
s, to enter a new phase of a decelerated expansion. Finally,
it approaches the radiation limit ωT = ω = 1/3 as t ≫ α as
required to match the hot big bang consistently.
As we discussed above, the torsion equation-of-state evolu-
tions fulfills the requirements of a successful bounce cosmol-
ogy. In addition, it matches precisely the results of the phase
space analysis in Sec. III B. This behavior supports our argu-
ment that the cosmic bounce is a manifestation of a higher-
order teleparallel gravity. In other words, the vacuum f (T )
is a good candidate to describe bounce cosmology. We also
define the effective (total) equation-of-state parameter
ωe f f ≡ p + pT
ρ + ρT
,
= ω − 9α
2(1 + ω)
(2t + 3α)2 . (44)
Where the last equation has been evaluated by using (37),
(40) and (41), it is obvious that ωe f f = ω at t ≫ |α|. We plot
the ωe f f as shown in Fig. 4. Equation (44) shows that the
Universe effectively initially is a cosmological constant with
ωe f f = −1, then it evolves to ωe f f → −∞ at the bounce time
tB = − 32α ∼ 4.14×10−33 s, while it is −1/3 at the acceleration
expansion ends tend. Finally, it matches the radiation limit, i.e.,
ωe f f = ω = 1/3. In conclusion, we find that the torsion and
the effective equation-of-state parameters agree in all stages
except at the bounce time. The later goes to −∞, while the
former is much greater than unity at that time.
As is well-known, the violation of the NEC is necessary
to obtain a bouncing solution. In addition, violation of the
9strong energy condition (SEC) is necessary to obtain an ac-
celerated expansion phase. The above results show clearly
that the model effectively breaks these energy conditions at
the early Universe, where ωe f f < −1. However, due to the
limitation of the GR, the violation of these energy conditions
in the matter component is unavoidable. Even in the effective
field theory, a bounce Universe is usually achieved by intro-
ducing matter fields, which violate the NEC. On the contrary,
this picture could be altered if we use the f (T ) gravity which
violates the NEC effectively. We can always use this feature
to produce a healthy bounce solution, where the matter com-
ponent in this scenario will be consistent with the NEC. This
will be discussed in detail in Sec. V D.
V. THERMALIZATION OF THE UNIVERSE
A. Reheating in bounce universe
As mentioned before, the key of the thermal history is to
compare the rate of interactions Γ with the rate of expansion
H. In the case of Γ ≫ H, the time scale of the particle inter-
actions is much smaller than the expansion time scale as
tc ≡ 1
Γ
≪ tH ≡ 1H .
Thus, a local thermal equilibrium can be reached before the ef-
fect of the expansion becomes relevant. After, as the Universe
cools down, the Γ decreases faster than H so that at tc ∼ tH ,
the particles decouple from the thermal bath. Different par-
ticle species may have different interaction rates and so may
decouple at different times. On the other hand, one of the
essential ingredients of inflationary models is the reheating
process of the Universe by the end of the inflation. In order
to examine the capability of the model to predict a successful
thermal evolution, we define the entropy S of all particles in
thermal equilibrium at temperatureΘ in volume V . According
to the first law of thermodynamics, in the expanding universe,
we have
ΘdS = d(ρV) + pdV, (45)
with the integrability condition [106]
∂2S
∂Θ∂V
=
∂2S
∂V∂Θ
,
the energy density and pressure satisfy
dp
dΘ =
ρ + p
Θ
. (46)
Using (37) and (46), we evaluate the temperature
Θ(t) = Θ0 e
∫ d
dt p(t)
ρ(t) + p(t)dt,
∝ a−3ω,
= Θ0 [(1 + ω)t] −2ω1+ω e
3αω
(1+ω)t , (47)
FIG. 5. The temperature evolution (47) shows a reheating after infla-
tion, the maximum effective temperature by the end of reheating is
just below the GUT temperature ∼ Θeff = Θrh,max ∼ 1026 K. Then the
effective temperature evolves similar to the radiation temperature Θr
of the hot big bang.
where Θ0 ≡ Θ(t0) is an arbitrary constant, with a dimension
K. We choose a boundary condition such that the tempera-
ture Θ ∼ 2.73 K at the present time t0 ∼ 1017 s > teq, with
an equation-of-state parameter ω = 0. This determines the
value Θ0 = 2.73 K. In standard cosmology we expect an ex-
tremely high temperature as Universe goes back towards the
initial singularity, i.e., Θi → ∞ as ai → 0. However, in the
present model, equation (47) indicates that the temperature
initially is extremely small, i.e., Θi → 0 K as ai → ∞, dur-
ing the precontraction phase. Then the temperature increases
as a decreases during contraction to its maximal value at the
bounce time tB. From the temperature (47), it can be shown
that the maximum temperature by the end of the reheating, at
tB = − 3α2 ∼ 4.14 × 10−33 s, is Θrh,max ∼ 4.8 × 1026 K, see
Fig. 5. Also, it is clear from (47) that the temperature evolves
just as the standard cosmology at t ≫ |α|. In conclusion, the
model predicts an initial low temperature, then a reheating of
the Universe occurs during the contraction phase. At bounce
time, the Universe reaches its maximum temperature 1026 K,
which is just below the GUT temperature ΘGUT ∼ 1027 K.
So the model is safe from reproducing unacceptable amount
of monopoles after inflation. This is followed by a very short
period of accelerated expansion to cool the Universe down to
match exactly the standard model thermal evolution. So we
gain the successes of the hot big bang scenario as well.
B. Unified inflaton-quintessence field
The above result seems unfamiliar at first impression. One
may expect the temperature to start with Θp at Planck’s time,
not Θ ∼ 0 K. As a matter of fact, this model predicts a more
physical scenario when dealing with a scalar field component.
We will discuss this point in detail in the following section.
In order to investigate the scalar field induced by the theory at
hand, we take the matter component to be a canonical scalar
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field with density ρφ and pressure pφ to be defined as
ρφ =
˙φ2
2 + V(φ), (48)
pφ =
˙φ2
2
− V(φ), (49)
where ˙φ2 represents a kinetic term of the scalar field and V(φ)
is its potential. Combining (48), (49), (38) and (39), we write
the kinetic and the potential of the scalar field
˙φ2(t) = 1
6κ2
(
˙H ¨f − ˙f ¨H
˙H2
)
, (50)
V(t) = 1
2κ2
[
f +
(
¨H
6 ˙H2
− H
˙H
)
˙f −
¨f
6 ˙H
]
. (51)
In order to be consistent with the literature, we may use
κ2 = 1/M2p with Mp = 1.22 × 1019 GeV. The above equa-
tions are consistent with the scalar field background (Klein-
Gordon) equation of a homogeneous scalar field in the ex-
panding FRW Universe
¨φ + 3H ˙φ + dVdφ = 0. (52)
Inserting (28) and (35) into (50) and (51), we get
˙φ2(t) = ρ0a
−3(1+ω)
k e
3α/t
(1 + ω)t2 , (53)
which can be integrated exactly to
φ(t) = φ0 + ξ Ei
(
1,−3α
2 t
)
, (54)
≈ φ0 − ξ
[
γ + ln
(
−3α
2t
)
+
3α
2t
+ O
(
α2
t2
)]
, (55)
where φ0 is a constant of integration, ξ ≡
√
ρ0
1+ωa
− 32 (1+ω)
k ,
Ei(i,x) is the exponential integral, and γ is Euler’s constant
which is approximately 0.5772 . . .. Since α < 0, the Ei func-
tion in (54) is real and consequently, the scalar field. Integrat-
ing the Klein-Gordon equation (52), we have
V(t) = V0 +
(1 − ω)ρ0a−3(1+ω)k e3α/t
2(1 + ω)2t2 , (56)
where V0 is the constant of integration. One can reobtain the
above solution from (51) without the V0 term. However, the
presence of V0 can be recovered by considering a cosmolog-
ical constant in the f (T ). We shall discuss this issue in more
concretely later on in this section. Using the inverse relation
of (55), we can eliminate t in (56) and rewrite the potential as
V(φ) as usual. Substituting from (53) and (56) into (48) and
(49), we evaluate the scalar field density energy and pressure
ρφ = ρ0a
−3(1+ω)
k
e3α/t
(1 + ω)2t2 + V0, (57)
pφ = ωρ0a−3(1+ω)k
e3α/t
(1 + ω)2t2 − V0. (58)
FIG. 6. The equation-of-state parameter of the scalar field.
Then the equation-of-state parameterωφ = pφ/ρφ of the scalar
field is
ωφ(t) ≡
pφ
ρφ
=
ωρ0a
−3(1+ω)
k e
3α/t − (1 + ω)2t2V0
ρ0a
−3(1+ω)
k e
3α/t + (1 + ω)2t2V0
. (59)
It is important to investigate a possible crossing of an equa-
tion of state to the phantom divide line ωφ = −1 or the
quintessence limits at ωφ = −1/3. Independent of the V0
value, Eq. (59) indicates no crossing to the phantom phase,
so the scalar field bounce model is always connected with the
observed expanding Universe. We determine the value of V0
by requiring that ωφ = −1/3 at time ts chosen according to
cosmological constraints. Thus we have
V0 =
ρ0a
−3(1+ω)
k (1 + 3ω)e3α/ts
2(1 + ω)2t2s
. (60)
If we assume that ω = 1/3 along with ts = 10−32 s at the
graceful exit time, we have V0 ∼ 5.29 × 1078. If we choose
ts = 1017 s at late time acceleration, we have V0 ∼ 1.21 ×
10−19. However, inserting (60) into (59) implies that the scalar
field crossing to the quintessence limit has a three patterns
according to the value of V0:
a. Case (V0 = 0). For a vanishing value of V0, we get
ωφ = ω. So the scalar field has a fixed equation of state.
b. Case (V0 , 0). For nonvanishing values of V0, we have
two possible scenarios:
(i) for large V0, the Universe is trapped in an inflation phase.
It begins with ωφ = −1, then it goes to higher values. In order
to make the acceleration-to-deceleration transition at the end
of the inflation, i.e., ts = 10−32 s, we choose a large value
V0 ∼ 5.29× 1078. This makes the equation-of-state parameter
just above the quintessence limit ωφ & −1/3 for a very short
period t ∈ (10−33, 10−32) s, then goes back towards ωφ → −1
or an eternal de Sitter and will never match the radiation limit.
(ii) for small V0, similar to the previous case, the Universe
begins with ωφ = −1; however in this case, it has a chance
to end its early accelerating expansion phase entering a
deceleration one for a reasonable long period, with a later
transition to a de Sitter Universe just as ΛCDM cosmology.
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We found that for the smaller V0 values, the later transition
is towards de Sitter. In order to make the late transition at
ts = 1017 s, we choose V0 ∼ 1.21 × 10−19. Besides, the early
transition from acceleration to deceleration can be obtained
at t ∼ 10−35 s. Interestingly, the radiation limit in this case
is allowed at t ∈ (∼ 10−35s, teq). So we find that the scalar
field unifies the inflaton and the quintessence fields in a single
model. The three patterns of the scalar field equation-of-state
parameter are shown in the plots of Fig. 6.
In order to comprehend the results of an induced scalar field
in the frame of the phase space analysis in Sec. III B, we see
that the presence of the V0 term representing a ground state or
background of a cosmological constant. In large V0 regimes,
the Universe has a high potential to remain in a de Sitter uni-
verse, while for small V0 regimes, the Universe has being out-
side de Sitter for a longer period before pulling to de Sitter
once again as a final fate. This can be compared to the sit-
uation when large or small values of cosmological constant
are adopted in the theory. This conclusion can be easily seen
on the phase space diagram, where the presence of a positive
cosmological constant shifts the phase portrait vertically up-
wards such that the larger value of Λ, the more shifts of the
phase portrait. In this model the portrait, Fig. 2(b), generally
cuts the zero acceleration curve at two points. When the cos-
mological constant is large, the period between these two cut-
tings is short just as in the large V0 regime of the scalar field.
On the other hand, when the cosmological constant is small,
the phase portrait will be allowed to remain in the decelerated
FRW cosmology for a longer period. However, in both cases,
the Universe evolves towards a de Sitter fixed point instead
of Minkowski in an infinite time, which represents a similar
scenario of a ΛCDM Universe.
C. Slow-roll validity
As discussed in Sec. V A, the cosmic temperature begins
with very low temperatureΘ ∼ 0 K as predicted by the model.
This result is compatible with the slow-roll condition V(φ) ≫
˙φ2 so that the inflation epoch is dominated by the scalar field
potential only. Accordingly, its equation-of-state parameter
ωφ ≡ pφ/ρφ ≈ −1, where V(φ) ≫ ˙φ2. The later assumption
is called the slow-roll condition. In fact this condition can
not be justified unless the temperature at that episode is very
small. According to Eq. (47), the slow roll condition can be
valid at the precontraction phase as well as at a late Universe
phase when the temperature is low as shown in Fig. 5. In
order to examine the viability of the model at hand, we write
the slow-roll parameters:
ǫV =
1
2κ2
(Vφ
V
)2
, ηV =
1
κ2
(Vφφ
V
)
, (61)
where Vφ = dV/dφ and Vφφ = d2V/dφ2. Using (61), we eval-
uate the two observable parameters: For large V0, the tensor-
to-scalar ratio r = 16ǫV ∼ 9.7 × 10−4, and scalar tilt (spectral
index) ns = 1 − 6ǫV + 2ηV ∼ 1.0004. Although the spec-
trum is nearly scale invariant, the spectral index in this case
(a) V0 ≫ 1
(b) V0 ≪ 1
FIG. 7. Matter equation of state that produces the observed power
spectrum; (a) For V0 = 5.3 × 1078, (b) For V0 = 1.21 × 10−19.
is slightly blue tilted which is disfavored by the observations.
However, for a vanishing or small V0, we evaluate the two
observables r ∼ 1.56 × 10−2 and ns ∼ 0.997, which are in
agreement with the recent observations by the Planck satellite
and BICEP2 and Keck Array [107–110]. In the above calcu-
lations, we assumed that ω = 1/3, for different choices of ω
the corresponding values of V0 will be different but the quali-
tative behavior is the same. However, for V0 , 0 models and
the choice ω = 1, we find that the scalar power spectrum is
the scale invariant Harrison-Zel’dovich spectrum with r = 0
and ns = 1, that it is ruled out by the Planck 2015 results. We
develop a novel technique to trace the matter equation of state
in order to produce nearly scale invariant power spectrum at
different time near the bounce to the end of inflation. This
can be done by substituting from (60) into (56), which can be
rewritten as
V(t) = 3
2
ρ0
(
t2(ω + 13 )e3α/ts + 13 t2s (1 − ω)e3α/t
)
a
3(1+ω)(1+ω)2 t2t2s
k
. (62)
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Then the slow roll parameters (61) read
ǫV =
(1 − ω)2(1 + ω)t4sa3(1+ω)k (2t + 3α)2e3α/t
18κ2ρ0t2
[
t2(ω + 13 )e
3α
ts +
1
3 t
2
s (1 − ω)e
3α
t
]2 , (63)
ηV =
a
3(1+ω)
k t
2
s (1 + ω2)(9α2 + 24αt + 8t2)
6κ2ρ0t2
[
t2(ω + 13 )e
3α
ts +
1
3 t
2
s (1 − ω)e
3α
t
] . (64)
Now, we obtain the observable parameters r and ns as
functions of ω and t, since all the constants appear in the
above equations are known. By requiring the reasonable
values of r and ns from observations, one can get an explicit
relation between ω and t that produces the observed power
spectrum. We give the results in the plots of Fig. (7), which
is represented in the (ω − t) plane, where the small (large) V0
is due to the choice ts = 10−32 s (t = 1017 s) just as previously
identified. The intersections of the curves determine which
choice of the matter equation-of-state at different times verify
the desired values of r and ns. As shown by Fig. 7(b),
the small V0 model is more flexible with observations. In
addition, it shows clearly that ω > 1 in the contraction phase
is the natural choice allowing the contraction phase not only
to dominate over the anisotropy evolution but also to produce
a scale invariant power spectrum.
In conclusion, we find that the slow-roll condition is natu-
ral in this model. In addition, by applying the slow-roll ap-
proximation, we find that the scalar field induced by f (T )
of this bounce model does not suffer from the problem of
a large tensor-to-scalar ratio, which usually faces bouncing
models. However, it produces a nearly scale invariant spec-
trum of the scalar field in a good agreement with observations.
Moreover, it provides a unified field representing inflaton and
quintessence in a single model.
D. Energy conditions
In the previous section, we have shown that the large
tensor-to-scalar ratio in bouncing models is avoidable in our
model. Here, we investigate another major problem that
usually faces bouncing models, that is the violation of the
NEC, which gives rise to the ghost instability problem. As we
have shown in Sec. IV C, the f (T ) gravity breaks the NEC
effectively at the early time as required to obtain a bounce
solution. However, in this section we argue that this feature
can help to induce a scalar field model free from ghosts. Next,
we briefly present the necessary background of the energy
conditions. In the context of a geometric field theory, e.g.,
the GR theory, it is enough to apply the Bianchi II identity to
guarantee the matter conservation. This leaves us with a huge
amount of arbitrariness of the choice of the matter source.
This implies to impose a particular kind of matter, e.g., dust,
radiation, scalar field, electromagnetism, . . .. However, in
modified gravity theories, e.g., f (T ) gravity, the dark sector
of the Universe arises as an effective gravity in the field
equations. Energy conditions strategy can be used to limit the
arbitrariness of the Tµν for a variety of different sources.
In order to describe the interaction between any two nearby
bits of matter, we should remember the Raychaudhuri equa-
tion. This equation represents the fundamental lemma of the
Penrose-Hawking singularity theorems. Raychaudhuri equa-
tion for a congruence of timelike (or null) geodesics, respec-
tively, in spacetime can be written as
dϑ
dτ = −
1
3ϑ
2 − σµνσµν + ωµνωµν − Rµνuµuν,
dϑ
dτ = −
1
3ϑ
2 − σµνσµν + ωµνωµν − Rµνkµkν. (65)
The lhs of Raychaudhuri equation identifies the temporal
evolution of the expansion of scalar ϑ, while the rhs contains
two classifications: the first promotes a collapsing config-
uration due to a nonzero initial expansion scalar, shearing
σµν, and the second opposes the collapsing configuration
due to a nonzero vorticity ωµν. However, the contribution
of the last term Rµνuµuν, where uµ is an arbitrary timelike
vector and kµ is an arbitrary null vector, is restricted by the
energy conditions. There are four forms of energy conditions
namely: weak energy condition (WEC), NEC, SEC and
dominant energy condition (DEC).
As a result of the attraction of gravity, the focusing theorem
states that dϑdτ < 0, which implies the positivity of the trace of
the tidal tensor, i.e.,
Rµνuµuν ≥ 0,
Rµνkµkν ≥ 0.
This precisely gives the SEC and the NEC, respectively.
These in terms of a stress-energy tensor and its trace can be
written as
Rµν = Tµν −
T
2
gµν. (66)
As a result, the inequalities of SEC and NEC having the form
Rµνuµuν =
(
Tµν −
T
2
gµν
)
uµuν ≥ 0,
Rµνkµkν =
(
Tµν − T2 gµν
)
kµkν ≥ 0. (67)
In the case of a perfect fluid, these energy conditions SEC and
NEC, namely (67), are reduced to ρ + p ≥ 0 and ρ + 3p ≥ 0,
while the WEC and DEC demand the following constrains
ρ ≥ 0 and ρ ± p ≥ 0. We summarize the energy conditions of
the perfect fluid as
Name For perfect fluid
Weak ρ ≥ 0, ρ + p ≥ 0;
Null ρ + p ≥ 0;
Strong ρ + p ≥ 0, ρ + 3p ≥ 0;
Dominant ρ ≥ |p |.
(68)
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TABLE I. Verification of the energy conditions
Energy condition V0 = 0 V0 = 1.2 × 10−19 V0 = 5.3 × 1078
WEC ρφ ≥ 0 always always always
ρφ + pφ ≥ 0 always always always
NEC ρφ + pφ ≥ 0 always always always
SEC ρφ + pφ ≥ 0 always always always
ρφ + 3pφ ≥ 0 always 10−35 . t . 1017 s 10−33 . t . 10−32 s
DEC ρφ ≥ |pφ | always always always
The Raychaudhuri equation is a pure geometrical relation,
so that using different geometries gives rise to different de-
scriptions of the Raychaudhuri equation. Also, the idea of
energy conditions can be generalized to the modified theories
of gravity. All ordinary matter, even the vacuum expectation
value (vev) of a scalar field obey the DEC, while during infla-
tion this condition should be relaxed.
For the scalar matter (57) and (58), it is convenient to vi-
sualize the evolution of four ingredients (ρφ, ρφ ± pφ, and
ρφ + 3pφ) which are necessary to study any of the energy con-
ditions (68). This is shown on the plots of Fig. 8.
(i) The case of the large value of V0 is shown in Fig. 8(a);
we find that only the SEC is violated except during the very
short time interval 2.1 × 10−33 . t . 10−32 s it is not veri-
fied. This result is consistent with the previous result of Sec.
V C where the equation-of-state ωφ is allowed to exceed the
quintessence limit −1/3 only during this short period. This
has been explained before as a result of the large background
potential V0 which drags the Universe back to its de Sitter
phase very shortly. Also, we can see that other energy condi-
tions are verified for the large V0 model.
(ii) The case of a vanishing V0 is shown in Fig. 8(b); we
find that all the energy conditions are verified. This is also in
agreement with the previous results where ωφ > −1/3 for this
model.
(iii) The case of the small value of V0 is shown in Fig.
8(c); we find the the SEC is verified during the time interval
3.4 × 10−35 < t < 1017 s, while it is violated elsewhere. This
result can be also verified by Fig. 6, where ωφ > −1/3 dur-
ing this interval. However, at very early and very late times,
−1 < ωφ < −1/3, which explains these accelerated expansion
phases.
We summarize these results in Table I. As is well-known,
the bounce models require a temporary violation of the NEC
about the bounce time. Interestingly, we find that the NEC
is fulfilled for the matter field during the bounce phase which
makes the model free from a ghost instability. However, the
NEC violation is due to the effective torsion field not in the
matter field. This nice feature of f (T ) gravity could provide a
better environment to obtain a healthy bounce model.
(a) V0 ≫ 1
(b) V0 = 0
(c) 0 < V0 ≪ 1
FIG. 8. The above plots represent the four ingredients (ρφ, ρφ ± pφ,
and ρ′ phi + 3pφ), which are necessary to study the energy conditions
(68); The three models are as follows: (a) For V0 = 5.3 × 1078, the
SEC is generally violated except during t ∈ (2.1 × 10−33, 10−32)s; (b)
For V0 = 0, the energy conditions (68) are fulfilled; (c) For V0 =
1.2× 10−19, only the SEC is violated during t ∈ ( 0, 3.4× 10−35 s ]∪
(1017 s, ∞). All the above plots are in agreement with Fig. 6, also a
summary of the final results is given in Table I. The numerical values
1079 which appear on the vertical axis represent the scale of the axis.
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VI. PRIMORDIAL FLUCTUATIONS IN f (T )
COSMOLOGY
In the Sec. IV, we discussed the cosmological bounce in the
f (T ) cosmology at the background level. In this section, we
extend our analysis to investigate the theory at the perturbation
level. In order to identify the true perturbations, which do
not change under gauge coordinate transformation, is to fix
the gauge freedom. We choose the longitudinal (conformal
Newtonian) gauge which fixes the gauge completely and only
involves two scalars metric fluctuation as
ds2 = (1 + 2Φ)dt2 − a2(1 − 2Ψ)dx2. (69)
By comparison with the weak field limit of GR about
Minkowski space, one can realize that the metric fluctuationΦ
plays the role of the gravitational potential. Assuming that the
anisotropic stress vanishes, one can obtain that Ψ = Φ. The
authors of [31] have shown that the gravitational potential Φ
can be completely determined by the scalar field fluctuation
δφ. Therefore, there exists only a single degree of freedom in
the scenario of f (T ) gravity minimally coupled to a canonical
scalar field. In order to understand the evolution of scalar-
sector metric perturbations, we use the perturbed equation of
motion for the gravitational potential Φ instead of a scalar
field fluctuation δφ. Then the complete form of the equation
of motion for one Fourier mode Φk with the comoving wave
number k is given by [31]
¨Φk + α˜ ˙Φk +
(
µ2 + c2s
k2
a2
)
Φk = 0. (70)
Here, the functions α˜, µ, and cs represent, respectively, the
frictional term, the effective mass and the sound speed pa-
rameter for the gravitational potential Φ. These functions are
defined by [31]
α˜ = 7H +
2Vφ
˙φ
−
36H ˙H
(
fTT − 4H2 fTTT
)
fT − 12H2 fTT , (71)
µ2 = 6H2 + 2 ˙H +
2HVφ
˙φ
−
36H ˙H
(
fTT − 4H2 fTTT
)
fT − 12H2 fTT , (72)
c2s =
fT
fT − 12H2 fTT . (73)
Moreover, if we use the Friedmann equation (50) and the evo-
lution equation (52) for the scalar field, then we can rewrite
(70) as
¨Φk +
(
H −
¨H
˙H
)
˙Φk +
(
2 ˙H − H
¨H
˙H
)
Φk + c
2
s
k2
a2
Φk = 0. (74)
This is the equation of motion for the gravitational potentialΦ
in f (T ) gravity in the presence of a canonical scalar field. We
see that this equation is identical with the one in the standard
Einstein gravity, except the new sound speed parameter cs has
been introduced.
A. Mukhanov-Sasaki equations
We assume that the curvature fluctuation in comoving
coordinates, which characterizes the cosmological inhomo-
geneities, to be a gauge-invariant variable ζ as the same as
in the standard cosmological perturbation theory1
ζ = Φ − H
˙H
(
˙Φ + HΦ
)
. (75)
Using the above equation and (74), we get
˙ζk =
H
˙H
c2sk2
a2
Φk. (76)
For the case of a generic expanding Universe, ˙ζk approaches
zero at large length scales, k → 0, because the dominant mode
of ˙Φk is approximately constant.
1. The scalar power spectrum
In order to simplify the calculations, we change to the con-
formal time τ ≡
∫
dt/a, and rescale the field (75) by introduc-
ing a canonically normalized field variable
v = zsζ, (77)
where
zs =
a
κ
√
2ǫ1, (78)
and ǫ1 ≡ − d ln H/dtH is the first slow roll parameter, where 0 ≤
ǫ1 < 1 during inflation. Using (75) - (78), we rewrite the
equation of motion (74) for the scalar perturbations as
v′′k +
(
c2sk2 −
z′′s
zs
)
vk = 0, (79)
where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the con-
formal time. It is clear that the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation of
Einstein gravity is recovered, if the sound speed is equal to
the light speed, i.e., cs = 1 [111]. The above equation can be
solved in two limits
(i) At small scales when csk ≫ aH (sub-Hubble): Eq. (79)
becomes v′′k + c2sk2vk ≈ 0. We assume the quantum
fluctuations around the initial vacuum state to be much
earlier than the bounce time. The initial conditions of
the vacuum state is the Bunch-Davies vacuum [112],
then the solution of (79) will be
vk ≃
e−icskτ√
2csk
, (free oscilations). (80)
We mention that the imaginary phase disappears when
the norm of the comoving curvature |ζ |2 is used.
1 Another important gauge-invariant variable is the inflaton fluctuation
δφ(t; x) in the uniform curvature gauge. The gauge-invariant field fluctua-
tion is directly related to the comoving curvature perturbation R = −H δφ
˙φ
.
At large scales, R ≈ ζ.
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(ii) At large scales when csk ≪ aH (super-Hubble):
When the fluctuations exit the sound horizon, we have
z′′s /zs ≫ c2sk2 in (79). Consequently, its solution gives
rise to
vk = Ckzs, (frozen fluctuations) (81)
where Ck is a constant, which can be determined by
matching the solutions (80) and (81) at the sound hori-
zon exit (i.e., csk = aH). Consequently, we have
|Ck |2 = 12cskz2s
. (82)
Using (77) and (78), we obtain the power spectrum for the
scalar perturbations in the framework of f (T ) gravity as [46]
Ps ≡ k
3
2π2
|ζ |2 = k
3
2π2
|vk|2
z2s
∣∣∣∣∣∣
csk=aH
=
H2
8π2M2Pc3sǫ1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
csk=aH
, (83)
which should be evaluated at the sound horizon exit specified
by csk = aH. This equation reduces to the standard result for
slow-roll inflation if the sound speed is equal to the light speed
(cs = 1).
The scalar spectral index is defined as
ns − 1 ≡ d lnPsd ln k . (84)
Since during slow-roll inflation, the Hubble parameter H and
the sound speed cs are almost constant, therefore using the
relation csk = aH that is valid at the sound horizon exit, we
can obtain the relation
d ln k ≈ Hdt. (85)
2. The tensor power spectrum
Now we turn to study the tensor perturbations in f (T ) grav-
ity. According to [31, 113], the equation governing the tensor
perturbation hi j can be obtained as
¨hi j + 3H ˙hi j − ∇
2
a2
hi j + γ˙hi j = 0, (86)
where the definition of the parameter γ is given by [46]
γ ≡
˙T f,TT
f,T . (87)
When the tensor perturbation hi j is constrained to be symmet-
ric (hi j = h ji), transverse (∂ihi j = 0), and traceless (hii = 0),
then it will have only two degrees of freedom corresponding
to two polarization modes of the gravitational waves. The
Fourier transformations of the tensor perturbation is given by
hi j(t, x) =
2∑
r=1
∫ d3k
(2π)3/2 h
r(t, k) ξri j eikx, (88)
where the index r is to identify the polarization state. There-
fore, each state of hi j(t, x) can be written as a scalar field
hr(t, x) multiplied by a polarization tensor ξri j, which is con-
stant in space and time. Using the above in (86), we get
¨hr + (3H + γ) ˙hr + k
2
a2
hr = 0. (89)
Change to the conformal time and rescale the field by intro-
ducing the canonically normalized field variable
vrk =
zt
2
hrMP, (90)
where
zt = a exp
(∫
γ
2
dt
)
. (91)
Then, the equation of motion of the tensor fluctuations (89)
gives rise to
vrk
′′
+
(
k2 − z
′′
t
zt
)
vrk = 0. (92)
Following the same procedure used for the scalar perturba-
tions, we can find the two solutions of (92) at sub-Hubble and
super-Hubble scales. Therefore, the tensor power spectrum
can be obtained by matching the solutions at the horizon exit
k = aH,
Pt = 2Ph = 2a
2H2
π2M2Pz
2
t
∣∣∣∣∣∣
k=aH
, (93)
which is sum of the power spectra Ph for two polarization
modes of hi j.
3. Tensor-to-scalar ratio
One of the most important inflationary observable is the
tensor-to-scalar ratio. It is completely constrained by the
Planck satellite and BICEP2 and Keck Array [107–110].
Therefore, it can be used to exclude unviable inflationary
models. This observable is defined by
r ≡ PtPs
. (94)
Another inflationary observable, but not accurately tied yet, is
the tensor spectral index defined as
nt ≡
d lnPt
d ln k . (95)
In the inflationary scenario, the Hubble parameter H is nearly
constant, i.e., ˙T ≃ 0, then from (87), we have γ ≃ 0 as well.
Consequently, Eq. (91) reduces to the standard solution zt = a,
and (93) reduces to the standard expression,
Pt =
2H2
π2M2P
∣∣∣∣∣∣
k=aH
, (96)
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which matches the tensor power spectrum in Einstein gravity.
This relation must be calculated at the time of horizon cross-
ing for which k = aH. This time is not exactly the same as the
time of the sound horizon crossing for which csk = aH, but
to the lowest order in the slow-roll parameters this difference
is negligible. Therefore, using Eqs. (83), (94) and (96), the
tensor-to-scalar ratio is obtained as
r = 16c3sǫ1. (97)
Using (85), (95), and (96), we can obtain the tensor spectral
index as
nt = −2ǫ1. (98)
From (97) and (98), we write the consistency relation as
r = −8c3snt. (99)
We conclude that the inflation in f (T ) gravity differs from
Einstein gravity by introducing the sound speed. On the other
hand, the standard inflationary of Einstein’s gravity is recov-
ered when cs = 1, which is valid during the contraction phase
of the bounce Universe models.
B. Conservation of the comoving curvature perturbations in
the precontraction phase
It is convenient to present briefly some key features of the
inflationary theory, then we discuss the alternative scenario
of the bounce model at hand. In inflationary models, the
Universe begins with an initial singularity just as in the stan-
dard cosmology, at the initial singularity, the hubble radius2
rH =
1
a(t)H(t) is infinite as a(ti) = 0. Consequently, we expect
that all primordial quantum fluctuations to be subhorizon
where their wavelength λ ≪ rH or equivalently, the comoving
wave number is at the subhorizon scales k ≫ a(t)H(t) = 1/rH .
Since the scale factor grows exponentially and the Hubble
parameter is almost constant during inflation, the horizon
shrinks exponentially allowing some modes to exit the
horizon and become classical (freeze-out). By the end of
inflation, the horizon expands allowing the freezed modes to
reenter the horizon at a superhorizon scale and propagating
as particles. The conservation of the comoving primordial
fluctuations is an essential feature in inflationary models, as a
matter of fact, it enables us to relate the observable quantities
at the superhorizon (law energy) scale to the subhorizon (high
energy) scale.
In the present bounce model, we discuss the alternative sce-
nario. Using (6) and (28), the hubble radius is given by
rH =
(1 + ω) 1+3ω3(1+ω) t 2(2+3ω)3(1+3ω) e α(1+ω)t
ak(2t + 3α) . (100)
2 The hubble radius is usually referred to as the horizon.
FIG. 9. Schematic diagram to show the evolution of the hubble radius
(100). Immediately after bounce, it shrinks allowing the relevant
physical modes to exit the horizon, then it expands allowing these
physical modes to reenter the horizon at later time.
At the bounce point, we expect the hubble radius (horizon) to
be infinite as H(tB) = 0 (i.e., t = − 32α). This means that all
modes are sub-Hubble as λ ≪ rH . Immediately after bounce,
the horizon suddenly shrinks to a minimal value, see Fig. 9,
during this stage when the initial quantum fluctuations cross
the horizon, they transform into classical fluctuations. So it
is worth to investigate if the comoving curvature fluctuations
will be conserved at the super-Hubble or not. This feature
is important to examine the validity of the bounce scenario.
The Universe around the bounce point is governed by quan-
tum gravity which is beyond our reach so far. On the other
hand, the perturbation during the contraction period suffers
from producing a high tensor-to-scalar ratio, which is disfa-
vored by observations [31]. As we have shown in Section
V C that the slow roll conditions are valid during the precon-
traction period, so we expect that the primordial fluctuations
that are produced at this phase to play an essential role in the
present model. It is obvious that the precontraction phase can
be identified by t ≪ |α| so that the correction term in (6) is
much more dominant than the FRW evolution. So the scale
factor and the corresponding Hubble at this phase are approx-
imately
a ∼ ake−
α
(1+ω)t ; H(t) ∼ α(1 + ω)t2 . (101)
We also reconstruct the f (T ) which generates the scale factor
(101) as a function of the cosmic time t as
f (t) = c29α
2Ei(1,−3α/t) + (t + 3α)te3α/t
t2
. (102)
Also, it can be rewritten in terms of T as
f+(T ) = c2Ei
(
3, 6
3/4
2
√
α(1 + ω)
√
−T
)
. (103)
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We are interested in the precontraction phase before bounce,
so we take only the f (T ) form corresponding to the ˙H > 0
branch. Therefore, the speed of sound (73) reads
c2s = −2 −
6α
t
Ei(1,−3α/t)e−3α/t. (104)
At the precontraction phase t ≪ tB, we have c2s ≃ 0. Conse-
quently the evolution equation (74) takes the form
¨Φ +
(
3
t
+
α
(1 + ω)t2
)
˙Φ − α(1 + ω)t3Φ = 0, (105)
which can be solved to
Φ(t) = (1 + ω)C2
[
(1 + ω)α
t
]
+
e
α
(1+ω)t
t2
[
C1 + C2α2Ei
(
1, −α(1 + ω)t
)]
. (106)
The above relation describes the perturbations that are pro-
duced at the precontraction phase. These can cross the bounce
time as the horizon is infinite at that time, then they exit
the horizon and evolve as classical perturbations. Later on,
they reenter the horizon to produce an almost scale invari-
ant, Harrison-Zeldovich spectrum; this may explain its ori-
gin. So we study the evolution of the comoving curvature
perturbations between horizon exiting to reentering. Since the
perturbations could grow making an instability or even van-
ish which cannot explain the presence of our Universe in its
structure, we find that this point should be investigated for the
present model. In (106), the exponential function in the last
term evolves to a constant value as time increases, while 1/t2
contribution makes the last term approaching zero. Conse-
quently, Eq. (106) reads Φ(t) ≃ (1 + ω)C2
[
(1 + ω) αt
]
. Also,
we realize that all the fluctuations due to the term α/t are de-
caying as time increases. In this case we have
Φ(t) ≃ (1 + ω)2C2 = constant. (107)
We conclude that in this bounce scenario, the comoving cur-
vature fluctuations at the precontraction phase are conserved
after the modes exit the horizon. This is an important feature
to ensure that the quantum fluctuations transform into clas-
sical fluctuations holding all of the information, which are
characterizing the Universe at the sub-Hubble energy scale.
Finally, we note that the slow roll conditions are valid at the
precontraction phase so the calculations of Sec. V C are valid
in this early stage. Therefore, the power spectrum at this stage
matches the observations.
VII. SUMMARY
In this work, we have shown how the GR applications in
cosmology are very limited. However, in f (T ) theories, we
have more flexibility to start with a designed scale factor
holding the well behaved linear equation of state of the matter
content p = ωρ without breaking the conservation principle.
We have modified the usual FRW scale factor as in (6), by
introducing a new parameter α with units of time. The scale
factor shows a good agreement with inflation-to-deceleration
transition. The new parameter has been shown to control
the time of transition, so the α parameter can have values
α = 1.61 × 10−32 s or −2.76 × 10−33 s. The positive value
gives a graceful exit inflation model, while the negative value
gives a bounce model.
We have studied the negative parameter model, i.e.,
α = −2.76 × 10−33 s, extensively. The model shows interest-
ing features, it performs a bouncing behavior from contraction
to expansion at bouncing time tB = − 3α2 ∼ 4.14 × 10−33 s
with a minimal scale factor aB , 0 so that the trans-Plankian
problems of inflation models can be smoothed away. On the
other hand, it performs an early inflation phase with a graceful
exit into FRW decelerated. We have also used the useful
( ˙H − H) phase space analysis to examine the capability of the
model to practice the above mentioned behavior. Unlike the
usual behavior in standard cosmology the model can cross
the phantom divide line (de Sitter universe) safely in a finite
time; then it interpolates smoothly between de Sitter and
Minkowski spaces in an infinite time, i.e., the Universe is free
from a future singularity.
We have constructed an f (T ) theory corresponding to
the modified scale factor. Consequently, we determined the
density and pressure of the matter as a function of time. In
addition, we have evaluated the temperature as a function
of time; the model predicts that the temperature evolves
as Θ ∝ a−3ω. So we expect a very low initial temperature
Θ ∼ 0 K as expected by the bouncing behavior where a → ∞
at t ≪ tB. So we have argued that this result, however, seems
unfamiliar, it is indeed providing a natural environment for the
slow-roll inflation condition (i.e., V(φ) ≫ ˙φ2). On the other
hand, the temperature evolves to its maximum at the GUT
energy scale Θ ∼ 1027 K by the end of inflation providing a
graceful exit at tend ∼ 10−32 s into a FRW decelerated phase as
required to initiate the standard hot big bang thermal scenario.
We also have reexpressed the Friedmann equations in the
Einstein’s frame to identify the torsion gravity as a degree
of freedom. The torsion equation of state suggests that the
gravitational sector may provide a good candidate to describe
the bounce behavior at an early time. Whereas the torsion
equation of state begins with ωT = −1, then it goes in the
phantom regime as ω ≪ −1. After that it evolves to ωT ≫ 1
before the bounce time, this is required in contraction for
solving the anisotropy problem. By crossing the bounce
point, ωT is in phantom energy phase again, while it goes
back to cross ωT = −1 smoothly to connect the observed
expanding Universe. Then it crosses ωT = −1/3 ending the
early accelerated expansion, at t ∼ tend ≈ 10−32 s, to enter a
new phase of a decelerated expansion. Finally, it approaches
the radiation limit ωT = 1/3 as t ≫ α as required to match
the hot big bang consistently.
We have considered the case when the matter compo-
nent is a canonical scalar field φ. For a particular choice
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of the background potential V0, the small V0 regime, the
equation-of-state ωφ of the induced scalar field begins with
a pure vacuum energy ωφ = −1 of a de Sitter universe, then
crosses ωφ = −1/3 at t ∼ 10−35 s to match the radiation
limit. However, it crosses ω = −1/3 once more at a late time
t ∼ 1017 s entering a late accelerated expansion with a de
Sitter fate just as ΛCDM cosmology. In this sense, the model
provides a unified field representing inflaton and quintessence
in a single model. In the slow-roll regime, we find that
the scalar field induced by the f (T ) of this bounce model
does not suffer from the problem of a large tensor-to-scalar
ratio which usually faces bouncing models. In addition, we
have shown the NEC is not violated so that it is free from
ghost instabilities. We have developed a technique to trace
the ordinary matter components that are consistent with the
observed scale invariant power spectrum.
Finally, we have extended the investigation of the model
to the perturbation level to study scalar and tensor primordial
fluctuations at the early Universe when the Newtonian gauge
is assumed. We have shown that the slow roll conditions are
fulfilled at the precontraction phase. In addition, the comov-
ing curvature fluctuations are conserved at the super-Hubble
energy scale which allows the fluctuations to match the ob-
servable Universe.
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